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in october 2016, hackers gained access to the personal data of 70 million facebook users and posted the
information on the website pastebin, which facilitates the posting of large amounts of text. the hack led to
the arrest of two men in russia, who had violated russian data protection laws by selling the data on the

black market. over the course of more than a decade, a group of hackers has been taking apart and
destroying digital voting machines in order to make it possible for other hackers to examine the machines'

source code. in may 2016, they succeeded in accessing the machine code and destroying all of the
machines in the state of wisconsin, where one of the 2016 presidential elections was held. the hackers
claimed that their work was motivated by a desire to "empower the people" and allow them to see the
inner workings of the voting machines. in fact, they hoped to be able to share the code so that other

hackers could create programs that would allow them to access the machines with relative ease. hackers
have been actively targeting atms for the last 15 years in an effort to steal money. they break into these

machines to steal money and they also take advantage of the machines to surreptitiously spread malware.
in august 2016, for example, hackers broke into an atm in iowa and changed the screen to read "hack this

atm" and "hack your bank." in january 2016, hackers breached the servers of a major u.s. chemical
company and stole the data of more than 100,000 of its employees. the company's server was connected
to a public network, which allowed anyone who knew the company's network address to access the data

of the company's workers.
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in 2009, a group called the rural electric cooperatives of america sent a letter to john deere. its members
were concerned about the risk of hackers "removing their proprietary operating software and replacing it
with unauthorized code." they wanted to know if deere was worried about the same thing happening. any

software that's not in the united states is "available" to the farmers who crack it. if i were a farmer, i'd sure
be worried if my john deere's software was gone for any length of time, given that i can't fix my tractor if it

breaks. the warning isn't exactly new, but it's still important, said the ftc. "a significant threat to the
integrity of our election process exists when electronic voting machines are controlled by software that
contains a flaw or is otherwise made vulnerable to attack," the agency said. in the 2016 election, john

deere's machines were used in some of the most tightly contested states. the company didn't provide a
breakdown of how many of the machines it sold were used in the most contested states, but it did say that

it had sold more than 4,700 new tractors to the u.s. government since 2010. blaze believes that if more
voters used alternative voting systems, more people would understand the risk of voting machines going
down. this year, for the first time, the hacker village used a machine that doesn't require the voters to put
their trust in a company's software. on christmas day morning, a post on a popular tractor hacking forum
announced that it had secured the codes to take control of all the tractors in america's heartland. if the

hackers can transfer the code remotely, the machines will then be hacked in a coordinated effort to take
back their sovereignty. 5ec8ef588b
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